We analyze muon and electron lepton-number nonconservation in a pure V -A. gauge model. The rates for p ey, p, -eee, and KL, -pe are computed for this model. We find that for a reasonable range of neutral heavy-lepton mass these rates are in accord with, but not extremely small compared to, present experimental bounds. We comment on the nonorthogonality of v, and v", and interesting features of the I. decays.
(IUs, f +IU»I )' v& =U2, v, +U2sv2.
The known limits on hadron-lepton universality, p e univer sality, and nonorthogonality between v, and vga -U~~*U2 (iU, i'+iU, P)'"(iU P+iU"P)'" J"=l,yq(l -y5)Ul", where l, =(e, p, )Land l"= (v"v"L, ) Uis a. I'(L -evv) = (GF /192m )(ms-) (IU"I'+ IU. . I') = I'(p ev~)(m-i-/m&)'(IU"I'+ IU"I')
This rate is suppressed considerably by the smallness of the mixing angles; taking (IU»l'+ IU»l') = 10 ', we find 7 (L -e vv) -10 " sec. (8) and (9), we deduce that
if I'(p-ey)/I'(p-evv) is about 10 ', and IU"I = IU"I.
Neutrino Reactions. -We predict a nonzero coupling of the muon neutrino to e and I-. For sufficiently high incident neutrino energies where the mass differences may be neglected, we get cr(v"Ã-p X):o(v"N-e X):a(v"N-L X) =(1 -IU"I')'.IU"U"*I:IU"U""I.
The second reaction gives the upper bound for )U»U»*l' which we estimate' as no bigger than 10 '.
The third reaction is very interesting, because the I-tracks may be observable in bubble-chamber experiments. This model does not give rise to a large high-y anomaly in the reaction P"X -p, X. Rosen, Phys. Rev. 184, 1925 (1969 , and Phys. Rev. D 5, 1784 {1972); Pontecorvo, Bef. 8.
